
The X Factory 2: A Return to the American Hardcore Film Industry, Anthony Petkovich, Headpress,
2003, 1900486164, 9781900486163, 256 pages. "The X Factory 2 "gets up close and -personal with
both the veterans and latest starlets of today's adult film industry.An outrageous look at the
contemporary American porn-film industry, Anthony Petkovich presents a thoroughly satisfying
sequel to his first acclaimed book, offering candid, funny, shocking, and informative interviews with
performers and directors, as well as providing numerous on-set reports. "The X Factory 2 "is a tour
de force and refreshingly entertaining in this prickly age of political correctness."Petkovich is a very
sensitive and -astute interviewer and commentator on the porn scene. Most 'factory' workers find it
easy to open up to him and truly reveal themselves."-Jamie Gillis, porn star and director. 
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The School on Heart's Content Road , Carolyn Chute, 2008, Fiction, 384 pages. In a new novel set
against the backdrop of Egypt, Maine, Mickey Gammon, a disaffected fifteen-year-old dropout
kicked out of his home by his half-brother, is introduced to the ....

Scary Monsters and Super Freaks Stories of Sex, Drugs, Rock 'n' Roll, and Murder, Mike Sager,
2003, True Crime, 457 pages. A fascinating tour of the underside of pop culture chronicles the
murder of porn star John Holmes, the assassination of Irish reporter Veronica Guerin, the life of
"notorious ....

Naked Ambition Women who are Changing Pornography, Carly Milne, 2005, Social Science, 352
pages. A collection of personal writings by women in the pornography industry considers how they
have revolutionized the world of adult entertainment by producing, writing, and ....

Cinema Sewer The Adults Only Guide to History's Sickest and Sexiest Movies!, Robin Bougie,
2007, Performing Arts, 191 pages. The best of the first twelve, long-out-of-print issues of the
celebrated underground smash magazine Cinema Sewer. A mind-melting compilation of gonzo
writing, illustration and ....

Fleshpot Cinema's Sexual Myth Makers & Taboo Breakers, Jack Stevenson, 2000, Fiction, 256
pages. With contributions from experts and cult film personalities worldwide-including Kenneth
Anger and George Kuchar-Fleshpot -covers the sex education film, the secret history of ....

Skinflicks The Inside Story of the X-Rated Video Industry, David Jennings, Jun 1, 2000, Performing
Arts, 452 pages. .

Hard Core Power, Pleasure, and the "frenzy of the Visible", Linda Williams, 1989, Performing Arts,
330 pages. Looks at the history of pornographic films, discusses what they reveal about attitudes
towards sexuality, and considers the censorship issue.

Bad Girls and Dirty Pictures The Challenge to Reclaim Feminism, Alison Assiter, Avedon Carol,
1993, Social Science, 185 pages. For well over a decade, half-baked analysis and phony science
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have been used by some feminists to side-track the women's movement into puritanical campaigns
against sexual ....

In Lust We Trust Adventures in Adult Cinema, Gerrie Lim, 2006, Performing Arts, 243 pages. Join
former Penthouse Variations Cinema Blue columnist and current AVN Online International
Correspondent Gerrie Lim as he documents the perverse universe of the porn star and ....

Black and White and Blue Adult Cinema from the Victorian Age to the VCR, Dave Thompson, 2007,
Performing Arts, 301 pages. In the 1920s they were called stags, smokes, or blue movies; today it's
adult films. But until now, apart from brief summaries in film histories and scholarly articles, there ....

The Pyrotechnic Insanitarium American Culture on the Brink, Mark Dery, 1999, Social Science, 304
pages. A cultural critic explores America on the eve of the millennium, discovering a paranoid,
anxiety-ridden culture buffeted by the distabilizing social and economic effects of ....

Sex, Murder, Art The Films of JÐ“Â¶rg Buttgereit, David Kerekes, 1998, Biography & Autobiography,
177 pages. The Films of Jorg Buttgereit The definitive book on the controversial film director whose
works Nekromantik, Nekromantik 2, Der Todesking, and Schramm have earned him a ....

Petkovich returns to the multi-million dollar pornindustry in America, and speaks candidly with
itsnewest stars, some firm favourites and theindustry's leading directors such as Robert Black,John
Stagliano, Max Hardcore and more. Fullyillustrated throughout with many previously unseenphotos
and colour plates.

Since 1972 and the release of Deep Throat, the business of making commercial hardcore feature
films has grown dramatically. Thousands of films are produced every year. Yet for the most part the
industry remains a mysterious commodity, with the people behind it still seen as unscrupulous,
vaguely threatening figures.Now the record is put straight with The X Factory, an eye-...more Since
1972 and the release of Deep Throat, the business of making commercial hardcore feature films has
grown dramatically. Thousands of films are produced every year. Yet for the most part the industry
remains a mysterious commodity, with the people behind it still seen as unscrupulous, vaguely
threatening figures.Now the record is put straight with The X Factory, an eye-opening trip into adult
feature films courtesy of interviews, on-the-set reports and a visit to the "World's Biggest Gang Bang
2. "

I have read alot of books on the subject of adult films and this was not one of the best. Its not that its
a bad book its just that anyone with web access can read interviews in the same vein with all the
porn stars they want. A good Hustler interviewer asks the same questions (i.e. whats your fave
position etc). Its one saving grace is the interviews with directors and behind the scenes personnel.
If your looking for a good book on porn check out The Other Hollywood or Skinflicks both are great
histories of porn films.
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Very Good: A book that does not look new and has been read but is in excellent condition. No
obvious damage to the cover, with the dust jacket (if applicable) included for hard covers. No
missing or damaged pages, no creases or tears, and no underlining/highlighting of text or writing in
the margins. May be very minimal identifying marks on the inside cover. Very minimal wear and tear.



See the sellerâ€™s listing for full details and description of any imperfections. See all condition
definitions- opens in a new window or tab ... Read moreabout the condition

Very Good Condition. All my items are pre-owned, estate purchases. Pages are clean and
unmarked. Book cover  does show minor wear from storage. Otherwise in excellent
condition. Measures approximately 9 Â½â€• x 6 3/4â€• by 5/8â€• thick. 208 pages.  I try and
describe every item to the best of my ability.   

By clicking Confirm bid, you are committing to buy this item from the seller if you are the winning
bidder and have read and agree to the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a
new window or tab. Import charges previously quoted are subject to change if you increase you
maximum bid amount.
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